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The stage-discharge relationship
and discharge data uncertainty
Indirect calculation of discharge from gauge-height
with a rating curve in most rivers around the world

=> What causes the scatter (uncertainty) in the rating
curves?

What causes uncertainty in the
stage-discharge relationship?
• Human-induced observation and dataprocessing errors
• Measurement uncertainties
– Discharge
• Integration of the water-velocity field in the crosssection
• High flows

– Gauge height
• Measurement errors usually small
• Commensurability errors can be important if there
are only a few measurements per day instead of
continuous data

What causes uncertainty in the
stage-discharge relationship?
• Natural uncertainties
– Non-stationary river cross-sections
• Sedimentation, erosion and other processes

– Hysteresis during flood-wave propagation

• Additional uncertainties are introduced
when a rating curve is fitted to the data
– Extrapolation errors
– Assumption of the form of the rating curve,
often a power law is used

Background: Central America
and the Choluteca River Basin
High spatial and temporal
variability of climate with
frequent floods and droughts
Floods and droughts cause
85% of the disasters
reported by emergency
institutions (Fernandez et al.,
2006)
Local hydroclimatological data
often uncertain, fragmented
and with restricted access
Problems for waterresources estimation and
management in the region

The Paso La Ceiba catchment
Mountainous catchment of
1,766 km2
Discharge station destroyed
by the floods during
Hurricane Mitch in
October 1998
Available data:
– 1,268 ratings (8 to 112
ratings/year ) + 3 gauge
heights per day in 1980-1997
– 7 ratings + 15-min gauge
heights in 2000-2006
– No complete years

The Choluteca River at Paso La
Ceiba

Objectives with the study
• To develop a method to calculate
discharge and the associated
uncertainty that:
– is based on readily available rating data
– accounts for non-stationarity in the
stage-discharge relationship

• To quantify the degree of time
variability of the stage-discharge
relationship
• For future use in water-resources
modelling

How to calculate the discharge
uncertainty?
• Many studies assume stationarity in the
stage-discharge relationship
– Not suitable in alluvial rivers with
measurements in natural sections

• Previous approaches include
– Fitting of single-valued rating curves to
randomly chosen subsets of rating data (e.g.
Burkham and Dawdy, 1970; Krueger, 2009)
– Explicit specification of different errors and their
interdependencies (e.g. Di Baldassarre and
Montanari, 2009)
– Fuzzy methods where interdependencies
between errors are considered implicitly (e.g.
Pappenberger et al. 2006)

How to calculate the discharge
uncertainty?
Here a fuzzy method was chosen as
errors were expected to be difficult to
define statistically
• Stationarity could not be assumed
• Lack of calibration of measurement
equipment
• Deficiencies in measurement methods
(many verticals taken but only one or two
points in each vertical)
• Non-ideal conditions in the river at the
measurement location

Quality control of data
• Previous studies have identified
many quality problems and the need
for quality control of data (Flambard,
2003)
• 1,216 ratings remained after the
quality control
– Outliers were determined with a detailed
visual inspection and a proximity
algorithm

• Many digitisation and typing errors in
gauge height were easily identified

How to represent the uncertainty?
•

Previous approaches include uncertainty limits, PDFs of
discharge and fuzzy numbers

•

We used a fuzzy linear regression based on a method
proposed by Hojati et al. (2005)
Y = A0 + A1*x

•

Estimated uncertainty in discharge 25% and in gauge height
5%. Literature values usually lower (e.g. 4-13% in discharge)

A weighted fuzzy linear regression
A weighted fuzzy linear regression of the rating data applied
within a moving time window (of 30 data points)
– Higher weights given to more recent data (weights from 0.37 to 1)
– The 3 highest discharges were always included in the window but given a
lower weight (0.1)

Box-Cox transformed discharge (λ=0.18) and log-transformed
gauge height made the relationship approx. linear in each time
window (correlation coefficients from 0.983-0.999)

A weighted fuzzy linear regression
The regression was
solved with a linear
programming
formulation modified
from Hojati et al. (2005)

Gauge height commensurability
uncertainty for mean daily discharge
•

Gauge height was measured 3 times a day prior to Mitch

•

Flood peaks were of short duration (6-12 hours) that passed
mainly in the night

 This commensurability error needed to be estimated and
used to expand the uncertainty limits

Gauge height commensurability
uncertainty for mean daily discharge
• An uncertain rating curve for the post-Mitch
period (with 15-min gauge height data) was
used to estimate this added uncertainty
• The pre-Mitch high flows
were used with high gauge
height uncertainty (30%) as
there were no high flows
after Mitch.
• The error was estimated at
17% (representing 95% of
the errors) and the limits
were expanded by this factor

Results – discharge uncertainty
limits

•

Final uncertainty limits ranged from ±46-60% of the median discharge, with
larger percentage uncertainties mainly during low flows

•

0.5% of the calculated discharges were based on the extrapolated part of
the rating curve

Results

GH=0.5m

GH=1.5m

Time-variability compared to a
constant rating curve
Median fuzzy discharge (QTV) compared to discharge
calculated with a constant rating curve (QC)

Discussion
• The modified Hojati et al.-method applicable
also for large uncertainty in gauge height
• Frequent data allowed a moving-window
approach
• Important with a few high-flow ratings each
year
 Large temporal variability estimated in the
stage-discharge relationship of -60% to +90%
for low flows and ±20% for medium to high
flows compared to a constant rating curve

Assumptions and subjective
decisions
• The main assumption was the estimation of
errors in the observed rating data
– Difficult as historical conditions cannot be reproduced
because of cross-section changes
– Most literature values are based on ideal conditions

• Inclusion of the 3 highest discharges in each
regression to constrain the upper part of the
curve
• The form of the weight
function
• The power-function
model
– high degree of linearity

Assumptions and subjective
decisions
• The length of the window
– Not too long => data prior to abrupt cross-section
changes should not be included
– 8 to 112 ratings/year => a 30 point window was
chosen instead of a specified length in time
• Oldest data in the window in the mean 153 days (5
months)

– Other window sizes (20-, 25- and 35-points) gave
similar-sized differences to the constant rating curve

Applications in hydrological
modelling
•

To account for discharge data uncertainty in water
resources estimation
 Model evaluation criterion based on scaled deviations to the
limits
 Relate predicted uncertainty to the estimated uncertainty in
the discharge data

Thanks for your attention!
• Questions or comments?

